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In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and as we approach what’s likely to be a new normal, elevated body 
temperature scanning and its applications for employee and guest safety, access and visitor control, and more are 
being thrust into the limelight.

While these elevated body temperature scanning solutions may be a requirement to do business as the world 
reopens and works back toward traditional operation, you need to assure your employees and customers that you 
are taking steps to ensure their safety now, regardless of any possible future mandates. 

At CTSI, as always, we’re committed to helping you select, integrate, and maintain the perfect solution that not only 
serves its primary function, but offers additional benefits unique to your needs and operation.

As is the case with our entire suite of solutions and services, our mission is to assess your unique business 
requirements and workflow to determine what will best serve those key factors.

With that in mind, we are currently vetting potential solutions in order to thoroughly assess the market, select 
products that offer differing levels of service, integration and additional applications, and help guide you toward 
which one of those products will serve you best.

Leveling Expectations for Thermal Protection

Options for Integrating Thermal Scanning into Your Operation

Scanning entrants to your space will play a role in 
protecting its occupants from both the novel coronavirus 
and other disruptions that may emerge in the future.

Many factors can affect how effective these solutions 
are, including the way in which they scan bodily 
temperatures, their ability to be autonomous, 
maintenance and setup requirements, their integration 
with other on-site systems, available alerts and 
screening, and more.

Though elevated body temperature scanning is only one 
aspect of a thorough safety and security system, with 
the correct approach and expectations, it can help form 
a holistic solution that reinforces your commitment to 
keeping everyone in your space healthy and safe.

You need accuracy and reliability that promotes a real 
sense of protection and security, not a surface-level fix 
that won’t stand the test of time.

• Goodview Dynamic Detection Display™ line of 
temperature scanner kiosks

• Aurora Tauri Series of temperature-check tablets

• FLIR T500-Series Professional Thermal Camera

• Mobotix Thermal Camera

• Viper Imaging Elevated Body Temperature 
Detection System

• OneScreen GoSafe Body Temperature  
& Facial Recognition Scanner

• Vicon Thermal Body Temperature Detection 
Camera

Selecting the Right 
Elevated Body Temperature Solution

CTSI Whitepaper
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• 1-2 Meter Scan Distance

• Configurable Screening Mode Using Sampled Average 
Temperature

• +/- 0.5°C Accuracy

• Alarms Upon Detection of Elevated Temperatures

• Registered with FDA

• Allows for Measurement at Tear Duct for Highest 
Accuracy

• Trusted Manufacturer

• Fixed-Mount Options

FLIR Professional Thermal Cameras

Working with CTSI to Ensure You Choose the Right Solution for You

Making The Right Solution Affordable

A variety of options are available to integrate elevated 
body temperature scanning into your operation, 
with camera quality, price, levels of integration and 
automation, and more differing from model to model.

That’s why we’re evaluating solutions in search of a 
complete range of products that will work for any 
business, of any size, and fulfill our two critical priorities 
– accuracy and a genuine sense of security, not a false 
one brought about by a rush to implement scanning.

Please review the following list of questions for you to 
consider and discuss with our UX and Engineering team 
so we can quickly assess your requirements and make 
the best recommendations.  

CTSI also offers elevated body temperature detection as part of our innovative and industry-leading subscription 
services, offering you another route toward tailored, beneficial scanning and access control. Here’s a breakdown of 
what each brings to the table.

More Solutions on the Next Page >>>

• 1-2 Meter Scan Distance

• Different Kiosk Options

• +/- 0.5°C Accuracy

• Non-Touch Scanning

• Network Capabilities

• Third Party Integration Options

• Facial and Mask Recognition Capable with Facial 
Database storage

• Optional Card Reader Features

Goodview Dynamic Detection Display™ Line

1. What is the objective of the elevated body 
temperature detection system, and how will that 
work with your current visitor workflow? 

2. Do you require integration with other systems?  For 
example, access control, facial recognition, visitor 
management, or video surveillance systems?

3. Do you have a plan for a secondary testing should 
this system generate an alarm condition?

4. Do you require reporting and analytics?

5. What is the anticipated visitor volume?

6. Do you require a solution with an FDA 510(k) 
registration?

7. What is your anticipated workflow for the elevated 
body temperature detection process in your facility?
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• Mobile Phone Alerts for Abnormal Temperatures

• Variable PoE Class

• MiniUSB Port for External Expansions and 
Integration

• Integrated 4GB MicroSD

• High Frame Rates, HiRes Dual Image

• Bespoke Desktop Software on Purchase

• 18 Module Options

• Three Options with Camera, One to Integrate with 
Existing FLIR Cameras

• Structural Kiosk, PC/Monitor, I/O Module and More 
– Complete System

• Integration with Third-Party Systems and 
Equipment

• Included Reference Emitter for Boosted Accuracy

• ViperVision Max Software for On-Screen Instruction, 
Automated Alarming

Mobotix Thermal Camera

Viper Imaging Elevated Body Temperature

Learn More
To learn more about our efforts to deliver 
the best thermal scanning solutions 
available, contact us today.

Contact CTSI now by calling:

Washington, DC:   703.631.3377

Richmond, VA:    804.559.4274

Baltimore, MD:   410.583.8900

Sales@ctsi-usa.com

• Three-Second Scan

• 1’8” to 3’3” Scan Distance

• +/- 0.5°C Accuracy

• Non-Contact Infrared Technology

• 10”, 15.6” and 21.5” Models

• Wi-Fi and PoE Ethernet

• VESA Compatible Mounting

• Standalone System

Aurora Tauri Series

  

 

 


